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Abstract Operations on maps are topological-geometrical tools used for transform-
ing a given polyhedral tessellation. Investigation of fullerene structure often needs
information on the original map which transformed into a larger molecular structure.
Operations leading to the previous, smaller structures are called Retro-operations.
They appear particularly useful in studies of structure elucidation or stability of series
of fullerenes. The paper presents the first structure affiliation of the well-known C60
fullerene to a family of Leapfrog fullerenes with relatedness being established by
map operation. Thus, the tessellation of C60 is described as an Archimedean, joint
Sumanene-hexagon covering, in tetrahedral disposition. The other members of family
show essentially the same covering and predicted good stability. Related Leapfrog
fullerenes showing a disjoint Sumanene covering are also given.

Keywords Map operations · Retro-operations · Structure elucidation · Tessellation ·
Fullerenes

1 Introduction

A map M is a combinatorial representation of a surface [1]. Operations on maps
are topological-geometrical transformations enabling modification of a polyhedral
tessellation. Several operations on maps are known and used for various purposes,
mainly for generating and modifying fullerene structure.

A classical fullerene is defined as a sphere-like molecule, consisting entirely of
carbon atoms and being tessellated by 12 pentagons and a various number of hexagons
(v/2 − 10). Non-classical fullerene extensions may include rings of other size [2–4].
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P3(C) P4(C) P5(C)

Fig. 1 Pr capping(r = 3,4,5) applied to the cube C ; for other operation names the reader may consult www.
georgehart.com/virtual-polyhedra/conway_notation.html

Basic map operations, such as dualization Du, truncation, Tr stellation St, medial
Me, etc., are well-known and have been described elsewhere [4–6]. Recall some basic
relations in a map [7]:

∑
dvd = 2e (1)

∑
s fs = 2e (2)

where v is the number of vertices, e the number of edges, f the number of faces, d
the vertex degree, vd the number of vertices of degree d and fs the number of s-gonal
faces. These two relations are combined in the Euler formula [8]:

v − e + f = 2(1 − g) (3)

In (3), g is the genus [9] of a map embedded in a given surface; it counts the holes
to be performed in the sphere to make it homeomorphic to the considered surface. In
case of sphere, g = 0, while for the torus g = 1. An embedding is a drawing of a
graph on a surface with no crossing lines.

An extension of stellation, called polygonal Pr capping (r = 3, 4, 5), was yet
published [10]. A Pr capping is achieved as: add a new vertex in the center of the face.
Put r −3 points on the boundary edges. Connect the central point with one vertex (the
end points included) on each edge. In this way the parent face is covered by trigons
(r = 3), tetragons (r = 4) and pentagons (r = 5). P3 operation is just the well-known
stellation or (centered) triangulation. In case of a regular map, the transformed map
shows the relations:

Pr (M) : v = v0 + (r − 3)e0 + f0; e = re0; f = s0 f0 (4)

so that the Euler’s relation holds. The subscript zero refers to the parent map, in our
case the Platonic solids: tetrahedron T , Octahedron O , cube C , dodecahedron D and
icosahedron I . Recall the dual-pairs: T &T (self-dual); O&C and D&I . Figure 1 gives
examples of the operations realization, starting from cube.
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2 Leapfrog and Retro–Leapfrog

Leapfrog Le is a composite operation that can be written as [11–14]:

Le(M) = Du(P3(M)) = T r(Du(M)) (5)

A sequence of stellation-dualization P3 − Du rotates the parent s-gonal faces by π/s.
Leapfrog operation is illustrated, for a pentagonal face, in Fig. 2.

The map transformed parameters are:

Le(M) : v = s0 f0 = d0v0; e = 3e0; f = v0 + f0 (6)

A bounding polygon, of size 2d0, is formed around each original vertex. In the most
frequent cases of 4- and 3-valent maps, the bounding polygon is an octagon and a
hexagon, respectively (Fig. 3).

If the map is a d0 regular graph, the following theorem holds [15,16]:

Theorem 1 The multiplication factor m = v/v0 of the number of vertices in Le(M)

is d0 irrespective of the tessellation type.

Demonstration follows from the observation that, for each vertex of M, d0 new
vertices result in Le(M): m = v/v0 = d0v0/v0 = d0. Consequently, in trivalent maps,
Le(M) is the tripling operation. Note that the vertex degree in Le(M) is always 3, as
a consequence of the involved triangulation P3. In other words, dual of a triangulation
is a cubic/trivalent net [1]. It is also true that truncation always provides a trivalent
net.

A classical example of using Le operation is: Le(D) = C60 fullerene. The Leapfrog
operation can be used to insulate the parent faces by surrounding polygons of 2d0
folding.

P3 Du

Fig. 2 The Leapfrog Le operation on a pentagonal face

Fig. 3 Bounding polygons
around a 4-degree (a) and
3-degree (b) vertex byLe
operation

(a) (b)
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Du RP3

Fig. 4 The Retro–Leapfrog operation on a pentagonal face

Le (M); v = 48 Du (Le (M)); v = 26 

v = 20 M =  Cuboctahedron = Me(C); v = 12 

Fig. 5 The Retro–Leapfrog operation applied on a cage of 48 vertices

Retro–Leapfrog operation is based on the following sequence [17]:

RLe(M) = R P3(Du(Le(M))) (7)

It is performed by cutting off all the vertices of lowest degree in the dual (of
Leapfrogged map—Fig. 4).

The Retro-operation is specified by the prefix “R”. Recall that, dualization Du is
achieved by putting a point in the centre of each face and joining those points whose
faces share an edge; RP3 in the above is the Retro-stellation. In a 3D representation,
RLe is illustrated in Fig. 5.

3 Structure elucidation

There is no difficulty in recognizing the parent of a polyhedral structure having the
number of atoms v divisible by 3. Problems appear in case of irregular maps, when
the above theorem must be considered for each vertex, thus a non-integer m-value
resulting.
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(a) 240C/O-30= )))((( 5 CMePLe

240C-30RO=RO(Trs(Ca3,2,C(Me(C)))) 
6×[8:(5,6)4]JFw & 8×[6:(5,6)3]JFw & 12×JR8

(b) ))))(((( 5 CMePLeR = ))((5 CMeP

v=74; (12+6) × v(d=4)

Fig. 6 A sumanene-covered cage and its Retro–Leapfrog RLe transform

(a) 240C/O-30= )))((( 5 CMePLe
240C-30RO=SW(Trs(Ca3,2,C(Me(C)))) 

8×[6:(5,6)3]JFw & 6×[8:(5,6)4]JFw & 12×JR8

(b) 240C/O-30= )))((( 5 CMePLe
12×[8:(5,6)4]JFw & 8×JR6 & 6×JR8

Fig. 7 Sumanenic covering

In case of cage 240C/O−30 (Fig. 6a), RLe led to a cage having all faces pentagonal
and vertices of degree 3 and 4. It appears to be a transform of P5 operation, thus an
R P5 has to be performed as follows: join by an edge every two vertices of 4-degree
located at the topological distance 3 (see the P5 definition above) and delete all the
3-degree vertices. The resulting cage is the cuboctahedron, a medial transform of either
dual-pair cube/octahedron, as can bee seen by looking at the 4-degree vertices located
in the corners of Fig. 6b.

Resuming to the sequence of map operations generating 240C/O −30RO (Fig. 6a),
it can be written as: Le(P5(Me(M)))or simply as Le(P5(M)), the medial being used to
provide vertices of degree 4. The multiplication factor is m = 10d0 in the triangulated
Platonic or m = 30 in the trivalent dual pair, for the sequence involving the medial
operation, and m = 5d0 or m = 15 in case of the last, simplified sequence.

The covering of the cage 240C/O−30RO can be described either by the sumanenic
flower located in the centers of faces 6×[8:(5, 6)4]JFw and corners 8×[6:(5, 6)3]JFw
(Figs. 6a and 7a) or by the sumanenic flowers located on the twelve edges of the
cube 12 ×[8:(5, 6)4]JFw (Fig. 7b). Sumanene is a real molecule, recently synthesized
[18,19].

The same object can be obtained by SW edge-rotation from 240C/O −30 (Fig. 8a),
by rotating the spokes of the corazulenic flowers [4:(7(5c)4]Fw. The tessellation of this
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(a) 240C-30=Trs(Ca3,2,C(Me(C)))
12×[4:(7(5c)4]JFw & 8×JR6 &6×JR8

(b) Trs(Ca3,2,C(Me(C))) 
8×[6:(5,7)3]co-JFw & 6×[8:(5,7)4]co-JFw & 12×R4

Fig. 8 Corazulene and corazene as Fw and co-Fw patterns

Table 1 Data for cages designed by Le(P5(M))/Le(P5(Me(M))) operation sequences: heat of formation
per atom, HF (kcal/mol); HOMO-LUMO Gap (eV); HF/Gap (×100; eV; PM3); strain energy per atom SE
(kcal/mol; POAV1); total π -electron energy Eπ (β-units; simple Hückel) and HOMA index of aromaticity

Cage Sym. HF Gap SE Eπ HOMA HOMA-Fw Fw
HF/Gap shell

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 60T − 15 Ih 13.512 6.593 8.257 1.553 0.169 0.169 4 × [6:(5, 6)3]Fw
8.893 cl 0.169 4 × [6:(5, 6)3]co-Fw

0.375 4 × JR6

2 120C/O − 15 O 12.454 6.015 4.566 1.543 −0.036 −0.054 8 × [6:(5, 6)3]JFw
or 120T − 30 8.987 cla −0.688 6 × JR8

0.116 6 × [8:(5, 6)4]co-JFw
0.693 8 × R6

3 240C/O − 30 O 10.666 5.530 3.002 1.537 0.068 0.177 8 × [6:(5, 6)3]JFw
8.371 cla 0.076 6 × [8:(5, 6)4]JFwf

−0.123 12 × JR8e

0.167 12 × [8:(5, 6)4]JFwe
0.608 8 × JR6

−0.049 6 × JR8 f

a LOMO = NBO

last cage can be described [20] by either joint corazulenic flowers 12×[4:(7(5c)4]JFw
and simple rings 8 × JR6&6 × JR8 or as joint corazenic co-Fws 8 ×[6:(5, 7)3]co-JFw
& 6 × [8:(5, 7)4]co-JFw & 12 × R4 (Fig. 8b).

Cage 240C/O−30 (Fig. 8a) was designed by the T rs(Ca3,2,C (Me(M))) sequence,
where Ca(3,2)C represents the pro-chiral generalized operation [21,22] Ca(3,2) with
the faces of original map cut-off while T rs is the selected vertex truncation. This is the
only operation sequence that put together two corazulenic patterns, being in a mutual
relation by SW. The multiplication factor is m = 5d0 in the triangulated Platonic or
m = 15 in the trivalent dual pair, when no medial operation is added. Clearly, the
two operation sequences: T rs(Ca(3,2)C (M)) and Le(P5(M)) are related by the SW
edge-rotation.

Data for cages designed by Le(P5(M))/Le(P5(Me(M))) operation sequences
are given in Table 1. It can be seen that all the members of this family show deep
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60T-15= ))(( 5 GPLe

Archimedean 4×[6:(5,6)3]JFw & 4×JR6

K :(3(0,3)3) & (3) 

60T-15= ))(( 5 GPLe
Archimedean 4×[6:(5,6)3]co-JFw & 4×JR6

K :(3(0,3)3) & (3) 

Fig. 9 Sumanenic patterns in a tetrahedral, Archimedean covering of C60

120C/O-15= ))(( 5 GPLe  or 120T-30= )))((( 5 GMePLe
Archimedean 8×[6:(5,6)3]JFw & 6×R8

K :(3(0,3)3) & (4) 
Archimedean 6×[8:(5,6)4]co-JFw & 8×R6

K :(4(0,3)4) & (3) 

120C-15= ))(( 5 GPLe
Platonic 24×DR5

K :(0); [5]radialene 

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Sumanenic covering

HOMO-LUMO gap, which is a characteristic of a closed π -electron shell as well as
for Leapfrog fullerenes [23,24]. Note the non-bonding orbital NBO character of the
LUMO orbital of cages containing octagons (Table 1, rows 2 and 3).

The first member of family is 60T −15 = C60. It is covered by four joint sumanenic
flowers, in a tetrahedrally disposed Archimedean 4 × [6:(5, 6)3]JFw & 4 × JR6 cov-
ering (Fig. 9). Its π -electron local distribution, in terms of numerical Kekulé valence
structure, is K :(3(0, 3)3) & (3) (see the top of figure). The above electronic distribution
corresponds to the most important geometric Kekulé valence structure, as evaluated
from the optimized inter-atomic distances by our JSCHEM software [25]. Data for
60T − 15 (Table 1, first entry) are taken as reference for the stability of a fullerene.
Its aromaticity (well theorized by Randic in a recent review [26]), show a rather low
value of the well-known HOMA index [27] a result already reported [27,28].

The second member of this family is the cage 120C/O − 15 or 120T − 30 (Fig. 10
and Table 1, row 2). Its energetic data are close to 60T −15, but the overall aromaticity
shows an anti-aromatic molecule (Table 1, row 2, column 7). Remarkably, this cage
shows a 2-factor, also called a perfect Clar PC structure [23,29] consisting entirely of
(empty, [5] radialenic) pentagons (24), in full analogy to 60T −15 (12 pentagons) and
240C/O − 30 (48 pentagons). Together with the all-sumanenic main covering, this
is a clear structural proof of the affiliation of these structures to the same structural
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(a) (b)84T-21; [6:(5,6)3]DFw
Platonic

84T-21; [(6:66)&(6:(0,5)3]co-JFw 
Archimedean 

Fig. 11 Platonic disjoint sumanenic covering [n:(5,6))n/2]DFw,n = sdd = 6 (a) and Archimedean joint
coronenic and pentylenic [(6:66)&(n:(0, 5))n/2]co − JFw, n = sdd = 6; (b)

168 168(a) O-21; [8:(5,6)4]DFw
Platonic

(b) O-21; [(6:66)&(8:(0,5)4]co-JFw 
Archimedean 

Fig. 12 Platonic disjoint sumanenic covering [n:(5, 6))n/2]DFw; n = sdd = 8 (a) and Archimedean joint
of coronenic [n:6n ]Fw, n = sdp = 6 and pentylenic [p:(0, 5))p/2]Fw, p = sdd = 8 tessellation (b)

family (the building operation sequence being mandatory in this respect). This is also
supported by the energetic data: a value around 8 for the HF/Gap ratio, taken as a
rough measure of molecular stability [30]. Strain energy, in terms of POAV1 theory
[31–34] show decreasing values as the number of atoms increased. The value of 0.068
for HOMA index of 240C/O − 30, predicts this, jet hypothetical molecule, as non-
aromatic. Remark the co-existence of aromatic and anti-aromatic substructures in these
cages, which are predicted rather stable by the energetic criteria.

4 Leapfrog related sequence

If the above section presented a joint sumanenic tessellation, the sequence Le(S2(T ))

(of non-commutative operations) provides a disjoint sumanenic [n: (5, 6)n/2]DFw;
n = sdd pattern in a Platonic covering. The co-Fw forms an Archimedean joint of
coronenic [n: 6n]Fw, n = sdp and pentylenic [p:(0, 5)p/2]Fw, p = sdd patterns
[35]. The tripentylene [6:(0, 5)3]Fw can be viewed as an analogue of the triphenylene
[6:(0, 6)3]Fw.

The size of the flowers’ core is related to the size of faces of the parent p (Platonic
cage), dual d or their double size; to specify the above relatedness the following
symbols are used: sp, sd , sdp and sdd , respectively. Details of the covering are given
in figures.
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Table 2 Data for sumanenic [n:(5, 6)n/2]Fw; n = sdd cages (of m = 21) and their SW isomers: heat of
formation per atom, HF (kcal/mol); HOMO-LUMO GAP (eV); HF/Gap(×100; eV; PM3); strain energy
per atom SE (kcal/mol; POAV1); total π -electron energy Eπ (β-units; simple Hückel) and HOMA index of
aromaticity

Cage Sym. HF Gap SE Eπ HOMA HOMA-Fw Fw
HF/Gap shell

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 84T − 21 T 11.795 6.234 6.334 1.559 0.251 0.287 4 × [6:(5, 6)3]DFw
8.213 cl 0.339 4 × [(6:66)]co-JFw

0.139 &4 × [(6:(0, 5)3)]co-JFw
2 168O − 21 O 9.354 5.672 3.176 1.494 0.245 0.223 6 × [8:(5, 6)4]DFw

7.158 cl 0.491 8 × [(6:66)]co-JFw
−0.093 &6 × [(8:(0, 5)4)]co-JFw

3 168C − 21 O 17.312 6.477 4.456 1.556 −0.474 −0.009 8 × [6:(5, 6)3]DFw
11.602 cl −0.470 6 × [(8:68)]co-JFw

0.165 &8 × [(6:(0, 5)3)]co-JFw

The multiplication factor is m = 7d0 in the triangulated Platonic or m = 21 in
the trivalent dual pair. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the above covering for the trans-
forms of tetrahedron and octahedron, respectively. Table 2 gives the energetic data and
aromaticity in terms of HOMA index.

These are quite stable structures, with the ratio HF/Gap lower than that of C60. The
most unstable appears the transform of cube 168C − 21 (Table 2, row 3, columns 3
and 4), which is anti-aromatic, according to the negative global HOMA value. Quite
strange is tripentylene, the most aromatic substructure, in terms of HOMA, while [8]
coronene [(8:68)]Fw is the most anti-aromatic, as expected. Note that [n] circulenes
with n > 6 have been synthesized [36,37].

Eπ , calculated at Hückel level of theory (Table 2, column 6), does not fit neither with
the PM3 data nor the HOMA results. The HOMO-LUMO gaps are well pronounced,
as these cages show closed π -shells.

All the map operations have been performed by the CageVersatile CVNET software
[38].

5 Conclusions

Sequences of classical or single generalized map operations were used to obtain [n]
circulenic flowers as covering patterns for nanostructures. Some Retro-operations,
particularly the Retro–Leapfrog, have proved to be useful in investigating the tessel-
lation of fullerenes, and on this ground, to formulate the affiliation of fullerenes, the
C60 included, to a structural family.

This information was useful in understanding their closed π -electronic structure
and related properties including the local aromaticity. The HOMA index enabled the
evaluation of aromaticity of their various substructures.
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Disjoint flower coverings are also designed by sequences of map operations. This
could guide the future synthesis of fullerenes starting with flowers-templates to be
next self-assembled in quasi-spherical cages.

Acknowledgement The paper is supported by the CEEX 41 Romanian GRANT, 2006.
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